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This Marketing programme is aimed at producing graduates who are empowered with essential 
marketing tools and knowledge sought by employers in today’s dynamic global workplace. This 
BA (Hons) in Marketing qualification, inclusive of the Level 5 Diploma in Business Enterprise 
(awarded by Qualifi), is designed to give you a comprehensive in-depth understanding of the 
key skills and practices used by marketing executives and their organisations to make informed 
marketing decisions that are vital to the success of any business.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

1. Learners who possess qualifications at Level 3 and/or Level 4.

2. OR learners who have work experience at a managerial level and demonstrate ambition 
with clear career goals.

3. OR learners who possess a first degree in another discipline and want to develop their 
careers in business.

STUDY RESOURCES

Blended learning is ideal for students who are unable to get access 
to a physical classroom but are still seeking structure, support and 
quality learning materials. To help you gain the most from your 
studies, we have created a range of valuable resources.  
We offer:

J  Dedicated one-to-one online tutor support
J  Live webinars per module from subject experts
J  Access to the state-of-the-art Learning Platform (LP)
J  A comprehensive e-library with access to Mintel

About the Programme
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About London School of Marketing

London School of Marketing offers academic and professional courses in the business, 
marketing field, law and HR fields, validated and approved by industry leading professional 
bodies including EduQual and Qualifi, and accredited by government listings such as BACs.

We are trusted by the world’s leading brands to educate their employees. Over 3,500 corporate 
companies have chosen us to provide the necessary skills their employees need to succeed 
including Barclays, Adidas, BBC and Apple, to name just a few. London School of Marketing 
courses are typically studied online over one to three years of full-time study.

OUR MISSION 

Product mission - To develop, design, publish and offer both academic and professional 
courses in partnership with well established institutions using technology as the forefront of 
delivery. 

Social mission - to operate the company in a way that recognises the central role that business 
plays in society by initiating innovative ways to improve the quality of life locally, nationally and 
internationally. 

Economic mission - To operate the company on a sustainable financial basis of profitable 
growth, increasing value of our shareholders and expanding opportunities for development 
and career growth of our employees and associates. 

Those studying for a qualification 
using LSM’s award winning learning 
platform, are offered a structured 
process to learn. Students come 
away from our courses with an 
understanding of both the practical 
and theoretical aspects of their 
qualification.
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1. Strategic Management Analysis 

2. International Marketing 

3. Marketing Consultancy

4. Sustainable Management Futures

5. Retail Marketing

6. Organisational Change Management

7. Undergraduate Major Project

Students who have successfully completed the 

Level 5 Diploma in Business Enterprise will be able 
to gain entry to BA (Hons) in Marketing Top-Up 
stage, which  forms Part 2 of this qualification. The 
BA (Hons) top-up stage is delivered in partnership 
with LSM, and students will be following this stage 
via LSM’s award winning Learning Platform.

The BA (Hons) in Marketing and Level 5 Diploma in Business Enterprise programme is designed 
for recent school-leavers, and more mature applicants without a marketing qualification, but 
holding marketing experience and wishing to obtain a recognised degree in order to enhance 
their career prospects in marketing. 

This honours degree programme helps to equip you for a career in the marketing field, 
providing a range of practical and theoretical skills that are transferable to the marketing 
function of any business sector. The global focus of this programme will develop your ability to 
strategically analyse complex business situations and enhance your awareness of the various 
factors that are currently shaping the demands of businesses and consumers in a local and 
global context. 

Level 4

1. Communication in Organisations

2. Leadership and the Organisation

3. Financial Awareness

4. Managing Change

5. Business Operations

6. Developing Teams

Level 5

7. Entrepreneurship, Enterprise and Creativity

8. Influences on Organisational Growth and 
Development

9. Venture Management – Growing a Business

10. Marketing for Growth Organisations

11. Developing and Launching a New Business

12. Social Enterprise and Third Sector Organisations

BA (Hons) in Marketing (Top-Up) 
 
 

(6-9 Months Duration)

Level 5 Diploma in Business Enterprise 

Awarded by Qualifi
(9-12 Months Duration)

Course Information
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LEARNING OUTCOMES

1. Understand the importance of effective 
communications in organisations.

2. Analyse communications in organisations,

3. Explain interpersonal communications and 
communication styles.

4. Understand and develop personal 
interpersonal communications.

5. Identify and explain how management 
can support teams and other groups, 
departments or sections within and outside 
an organisation to communicate effectively.

6. Evaluate the management of internal and 
external workplace communications.

01. Communication in Organisations

UNIT DESCRIPTION

Effective communications are vital to the success of any organisation, to ensure understanding, involvement 
and commitment to organisational policies and procedures. Organisations today often need to change their 
policies and procedures to survive in the developing local and global economies. It is important for managers 
to realise the importance of sound communication practice and systems to ensure the effective development 
and dissemination of new ideas and decisions for change.

This module will help managers explore the links between good communications and the development 
of workforce understanding and commitment to change by considering what is meant by good 
communications practice. It will then help them look at their communication skills as well as how to improve 
links between their team, other parts of the organisation and beyond.

Diploma in Business Enterprise

MODULE DETAILS
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Diploma in Business Enterprise

MODULE DETAILS

LEARNING OUTCOMES

1. Identify different skills and characteristics of 
successful leaders.

2. Evaluate the impact of different leadership 
qualities and skills in organisations.

3. Appreciate and comment on different 
leadership theories, models and principles.

4. Research current theories, models and 
principles of leadership.

5. Discuss how an organisation’s objectives 
can influence choice of leadership style.

6. Analyse the leadership skills required for 
specific situations.

02. Leadership and the Organisation

UNIT DESCRIPTION

This unit looks at the development of practical leadership skills at a non-strategic level within the rapidly 
changing working environment. The unit provides an opportunity for learners to explore in depth the 
attributes and skills of successful leaders. Learners will also be able to consider how some of the leadership 
theories and models can be applied to specific situations and to learn how leadership skills can be developed.

The unit draws on a selection of established principles and on more recent work. It seeks to consider their 
relevance to specific working situations. Through a study of leadership styles, current theory and models 
learners will be gain an appreciation of leadership skills and their importance at all levels in organisations and 
for specific purposes.
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LEARNING OUTCOMES

1. Discuss the need for financial information, 
its purpose, limitations and the main 
stakeholders interested in the information.

2. Identify accounting arrangements and 
conventions used by organisations.

3. Explain how accounting frameworks and 
regulation influence accounting and 
financial arrangements.

4. Explain how an organisation uses 
management accounting practices.

5. Explain the main items commented on and 
explain their importance.

6. Identify trends in published accounting 
information.

03. Financial Awareness

UNIT DESCRIPTION

This module is designed to introduce learners to the nature, role and importance of financial information in 
organisations from a managerial perspective. Learners will have the opportunity to look at communication 
and interpretation of financial information for managing organisations, its regulation and structuring and 
use in decision making, together with the principles of accounting, standards expected, and concepts and 
conventions that influence the presentation of financial information.

Learners will, through the examination of financial information, learn about the important issues relating to 
the measurement of efficiency, profitability and solvency, and the different demands on organisations made 
by different stakeholders. They will also explore the extent to which external confidence is determined by 
financial performance.

Diploma in Business Enterprise

MODULE DETAILS
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Diploma in Business Enterprise

MODULE DETAILS

LEARNING OUTCOMES

1. Identify and analyse the resources impact of 
change on the organisation.

2. Evaluate organisation plans and 
arrangements and their fitness to 
accommodate the change.

3. Provide reasons and recommendations 
to support a team approach to managing 
change.

4. Evaluate options and provide reasons to 
select a particular option, or set of options.

5. Produce plans that prepare the organisation 
for change and support implementation.

6. Review the successes and/or failures of the 
change process.

04. Managing Change

UNIT DESCRIPTION

Management has often been defined as ‘creating change through people’ and this module encourages 
learners to adopt this approach to change. It is designed for managers or potential managers working at first 
line or operational levels who are seeking to change ongoing systems and processes in the workplace.

Learners will gain the realisation that it is only through the people that they work with that change can 
become successful. This module will allow learners to take a problem solving approach, initially defining 
issues and then looking at options, before selecting an appropriate route to change. Finally, the module 
looks at planning for implementation and evaluation of the change itself. There will be an emphasis on 
involving those directly affected, to gain their experience and knowledge as well as their commitment to, and 
ownership of, the change itself.
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LEARNING OUTCOMES

1. Identify and evaluate organisational 
functions, their main processes and the 
relationships between the functions.

2. Review methods and approaches for 
mapping organisational processes.

3. Explain the effect of organisation mission, 
aims and objectives on the structure and 
culture of an organisation.

4. Set SMART objectives.

5. Develop and introduce plans that support 
the achievement of organisational goals 
and objectives.

6. Monitor and control plans to make sure 
objectives are achieved.

7. Use SMART objectives.

05. Business Operations

UNIT DESCRIPTION

This module focuses upon the effective and efficient planning and management of work activities. It provides 
learners with the knowledge and skills to design, implement and change operational plans to improve 
effectiveness and efficiency, and to design and monitor appropriate systems to ensure quality of the products 
and services. 

Learners may investigate their own organisation and their role within it. Their research will involve evaluating 
the importance of business processes in delivering outcomes based on business goals and objectives, 
establishing customer requirements and developing and implementing operational plans to meet them. This 
will include the identification of resources needed, the planning and allocation of appropriate work activities, 
the setting and monitoring of performance measures and quality standards, and then taking appropriate 
action or making suitable recommendations to solve problems at work and managing the resulting change.

Diploma in Business Enterprise

MODULE DETAILS
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Diploma in Business Enterprise

MODULE DETAILS

LEARNING OUTCOMES

1. Identify the attributes of a successful team.

2. Review theoretical models and approaches 
used to evaluate teams.

3. Assess motivational factors affecting 
different teams.

4. Evaluate relevant theory.

5. Identify different approaches to setting 
team objectives and evaluating team 
performance.

6. Produce recommendations on how to 
improve team performance.

06. Developing Teams

UNIT DESCRIPTION

This module focuses on building, developing and supporting teams to enable them to achieve their goals and 
objectives. Learners must identify the skills and potential of team members while providing opportunities 
for them to gain new skills and experiences. Learners will evaluate team roles and their importance when 
allocating team members to appropriate tasks in order to achieve objectives.

A key factor in a winning team is the team leader. Learners will have the opportunity to examine the qualities 
required of an effective leader to ensure that tasks are achieved, while building and developing the team and 
individuals within it. This module also focuses on methods for monitoring team performance and approaches 
for handling poor performance and conflict.
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LEARNING OUTCOMES

1. Discuss entrepreneurial activity including 
economic, sociological, psychological, 
resource and opportunity based theories.

2. Provide examples of and discuss difference 
in entrepreneurial individuals and 
enterprising organisations.

3. Explore and illustrate entrepreneurs in 
technology, family and social enterprises 
and how they took opportunities, 
developed them and the impacts on those 
organisations.

4. Evaluate the impact of entrepreneurial 
ventures in the economy and policies that 
support that activity.

07. Entrepreneurship, Enterprise and Creativity

UNIT DESCRIPTION

The focus for this module is to develop understanding of the role of entrepreneurial activity in new venture 
creation and to explore the different approaches to running a fast growth organisation. A distinction is made 
between the individual entrepreneur and the role of enterprise and creative thinking as a means of achieving 
fast growth.

The module combines the intellectual and practical skills of the learner in the understanding and critical 
evaluation of the entrepreneurial process, and its emerging role in new business formation and growth. It 
combines the twin concepts of entrepreneurship with the management of a growing business. The module 
will be of interest to anyone who wishes to manage a growing organisation as distinct from working in a 
larger corporate business.

Diploma in Business Enterprise

MODULE DETAILS
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Diploma in Business Enterprise

MODULE DETAILS

LEARNING OUTCOMES

1. Explain stakeholder behaviour and how that 
can impact on organisation growth.

2. Discuss how organisation culture and ethics 
can influence business development.

3. Discuss how internationalisation can 
affect the management of organisations 
and provide some specific examples from 
research.

4. Critique organisations that are global 
businesses and identify the positive and 
negative factors in their approach to 
business and organisation.

5. Evaluate the role of managers and others on 
the success of organisations.

08. Influences on Organisational Growth and Development

UNIT DESCRIPTION

The aim of the module is offer to learners with an insight into the socio-economic environment in which 
business decisions are made and the impact that the changing business environment has on fast growth 
organisations. The focus is on the defining the characteristics of growth organisations and how these 
characteristics influences the decisions taken. These decisions are viewed from a management perspective 
with the emphasis on the entrepreneurial teams as distinct from a traditional management structure.

Learners will evaluate current day influences on organisation growth and development. The influence of 
ethics and culture, internationalisation and individual behaviour are considered and evaluated as to their 
impact on organisational development and growth.
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LEARNING OUTCOMES

1. Explain differences between ‘growth SMEs 
compared to ‘lifestyle businesses’.

2. Examine and critique organisation’s 
opportunities and barriers to growth.

3. Use growth models to understand and 
recommend options in organisations.

4. Determine the characteristics of growth 
organisations and what makes them 
different to a ‘normal’ organisation.

5. Research and critique different business 
models.

6. Evaluate ‘value added’ business models and 
how this approach can support sustainable 
enterprise.

09. Venture Management – Growing a Business

UNIT DESCRIPTION

This module focus on understanding the business development options that are available to faster growth 
organisations. The module borrows from the literature on strategy, marketing and entrepreneurship to 
identify the choices that need to be made to sustain a rapidly growing business.

As well as looking at different growth models, the models look at entrepreneurial orientation and 
entrepreneurial learning as means of accelerating growth in smaller organisations. It also explores success and 
failure and how these can be measured as risk coping strategies. It is aimed at anyone who wishes to work in a 
growing business by developing the enterprising mindset that facilitates creative thinking.

Diploma in Business Enterprise

MODULE DETAILS
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Diploma in Business Enterprise

MODULE DETAILS

LEARNING OUTCOMES

1. Illustrate how marketing in smaller 
organisations can differ from larger 
organisations.

2. Make recommendations about how 
an organisation can become market 
orientated.

3. Identify opportunities in a market.

4. Develop a market research plan.

5. Appreciate different routes to market and 
how they differ from channel management.

6. Produce recommendations on how a 
selected organisation might enter a new 
market.

7. Identify the influences and role of 
intermediaries and partners in supply chain.

10. Marketing for Growth Organisations

UNIT DESCRIPTION

The key themes to this module examine the ways in which successful firms become market orientated to 
include becoming customer centred and creating sustainable competitive advantages. Core marketing 
concepts such as differentiation, value added and positioning are used to show how growth firms respond 
and adapt to changing market environments.

This module will be of interest to anyone who wishes to explore new market opportunities, within an existing 
growth firms by creating a new business within a business. The module aims to develop marketing and 
market research skills. Learners will develop plans for a business to enter a market. Learners will be expected 
to show creativity and work with their ideas as well as looking at SMEs in the marketplace.
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LEARNING OUTCOMES

1. Develop a business plan based upon 
understanding of its component parts.

2. Develop a schedule, budget and resource 
allocations for a business.

3. Prove market need for a business idea.

4. Identify an appropriate approach to 
managing an enterprise based upon a 
business idea and plan.

5. Prove market demand from customers.

6. Show how demand can be satisfied 
profitably.

7. Create a management plan to set and run 
the business.

11. Developing and Launching a New Business

UNIT DESCRIPTION

The module provides an appreciation of the role entrepreneurial thinking with reference to business start-
up process and the preparation of a business plan. The module looks at the ways in which successful firms 
research plan and test a business idea and the early stages of setting up a business.

The aim of the module is to better understand what makes a good business idea and how this idea can 
be translated into an effective business plan for a new start-up business. It offers practical insight into the 
business start-up process by allowing learners to finding ideas, test demand for those ideas and communicate 
those ideas in a business plan.

The module requires the Learner to identify and champion a business idea though the development stages, 
proving its viability to delivering a business plan.

Diploma in Business Enterprise

MODULE DETAILS
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Diploma in Business Enterprise

MODULE DETAILS

LEARNING OUTCOMES

1. Explain the objectives, organisation and 
features of social enterprises, and contrast 
them to for-profit businesses.

2. Evaluate the characteristics and motivations 
of a social entrepreneur.

3. Identify and support ideas for possible 
new revenue streams for selected social 
enterprises.

4. Explain how a social enterprise may 
become sustainable and provide researched 
examples.

5. Analyse how ‘blended values’ may impact 
the development of selected social 
enterprises.

6. Evaluate the distinct role of ‘innovation’ in 
the third sector.

12. Social Enterprise and Third Sector Organisations

UNIT DESCRIPTION

This module will allow learners to understand the essence of entrepreneurship, management and leadership 
in social organisations and whether this differs from the same elements in any other for profit business. 
It concentrates on matching social goals with revenue streams to create a social organisation that is self-
sufficient and can deliver services to vulnerable members of the community.

Emphasis is placed on identifying new revenue streams that will ensure the independence of a third sector 
organisation. Consideration is also given to the role of stakeholders and how their expectation can be 
managed. This module introduces the social enterprise as a sustainable business model. It explores how 
matching social goals with revenue streams to create a social organisation that is self-sufficient can be 
successful.
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LEARNING OUTCOMES

1. Demonstrate a full understanding of 
the environmental challenges facing        
international marketers

2. Show how an international marketing mix  
can be applied to real case examples

3. Distinguish between the range of market  
entry methods

4. Construct an international marketing plan

01. International Marketing

UNIT DESCRIPTION

This module is designed to provide students with an understanding of marketing from an international 
perspective. The increased access to new markets across the world means that both opportunities and threats 
face marketers in the global context. Overcoming cultural issues remains a key challenge, along with the 
ability to communicate effectively to perhaps a very different target audience. Although the module examines 
a range of case examples and international markets, special attention is given to the Chinese market.

Rapid economic growth, government support and WTO accession means China is an attractive market to 
many potential investors. But it still remains a largely unknown market. Given the huge number of multi-
national firms now operating in China e.g. Siemens, Ikea & BP, many  employers now expect international 
marketers to have knowledge outside Europe. The lectures will  enable students to analyse marketing issues 
in an international context by providing a range of theoretical frameworks and practical examples.

BA (Hons) in Marketing (Top-Up)

MODULE DETAILS
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BA (Hons) in Marketing (Top-Up)

MODULE DETAILS

LEARNING OUTCOMES

1. Recognise & critically evaluate advantages 
to be gained by working together in groups 
on a ‘live’ time-constrained project and be 
aware of the difficulties this will involve

2. Explore and evaluate the business and  
marketing information needed when 
working  with external clients on a live 
marketing project

3. Demonstrate information collection,          
classification, prioritisation and analysis 
skills as well as problem-identification skills 
and relate this to marketing theories and  
concepts.

4. Working as a group, present a commercially 
credible proposal to an outside client, using  
an oral as well as a written presentation

02. Marketing Consultancy

UNIT DESCRIPTION

This module will give students the opportunity to undertake an in-depth marketing project for a client 
organisation or to undertake a case study consultancy project. Students will work in groups and be given a 
live project for which they will be expected to work towards a solution to a  ‘need’ that the client and students 
will have identified.

The course lecturer will act as a consultant/facilitator and be available to advise the student group(s) at the 
times indicated on the timetable and at any other time as necessary, this being agreed with the group leaders. 
The project will entail the students visiting the organisation and discussing problem areas identified by clients 
of the organisation. A specific marketing ‘need’ will be identified, agreed between the student consultants and 
the client and a solution.
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LEARNING OUTCOMES

1. Develop an understanding of the 
complexity of the dynamics concerning 
sustainable   management in its 
three dimensions: planet,  people and 
profit

2. Critically evaluate individual and 
organisational actions and behaviour 
against  a framework for sustainable 
management  practices

3. Examine the various types of 
corporate  ‘failures’ and evaluate the 
policy responses  available together 
with the case for sustainable management

4. Apply sustainability theories and 
principles to case study examples of 
business behaviour reflecting on the 
roles and responding to the challenges of 
sustainability

03. Sustainable Management Futures

UNIT DESCRIPTION

This module is a core module on all of AIBS Pathways. It is a capstone module that takes a futures perspective 
on management, organisations and the changing nature of business and enterprise models. It is both a 
forward-looking and integrative module that aims to bring together our students’ understanding of the 
evolving context of sustainable management. 

The module takes a dimensions-based view of the notion of sustainable management futures by introducing 
the ‘people, planet and profit lenses’ for understanding sustainable management. Our aim is to introduce 
students to the idea and value of developing a ‘futures mindset’ from a number of perspectives, including 
ethical and entrepreneurial; tolerant and innovative; and responsible and responsive.

BA (Hons) in Marketing (Top-Up)

MODULE DETAILS
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BA (Hons) in Marketing (Top-Up)

MODULE DETAILS

LEARNING OUTCOMES

1. Choose and define the scope of 
an appropriate area for structured 
investigation/design/development

2. Collect, organise, understand and interpret 
information from a variety of appropriate 
resources, acting autonomously, with 
minimal supervision

3. Identify, select and justify the use of 
appropriate techniques, methods and 
development strategies

4. Critically evaluate evidence to justify and 
support conclusions/recommendations

5. Communicate effectively in a form 
appropriate to the topic chosen and 
audience  identified and produce 
detailed and  
coherent work

04. Undergraduate Major Project

UNIT DESCRIPTION

The Major Project module allows students to engage in a substantial piece of individual research and/ 
or product development work on a selected topic within the broad business and management field, as 
appropriate to their interests and background.

The project’s topic will be assessed for suitability to ensure sufficient academic challenge and satisfactory 
supervision by an academic member of staff. The chosen topic will require the student to identify/formulate 
problems and issues, conduct literature reviews, evaluate information, investigate and adopt suitable 
development methodologies, determine solutions, develop hardware, software and/or media artefacts as 
appropriate, process data, critically appraise and present their finding using a variety of media. One of the 
main focuses for the design of this module has been the further development of relevant employability and 
professional skills.
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LEARNING OUTCOMES

1. Understand the values and leadership 
behaviours that create the modern 
enterprise and equip individuals to manage 
/ lead in globally transformational contexts

2. Develop a robust understanding of 
leadership and change management within 
the context of organisational transformation

3. Utilise the 7 element framework as a 
diagnostic tool to evaluate leadership 
capability in a team or organisation

4. Demonstrate an ability to reflect upon one’s 
own management development journey 
against the context of employability in 
global and transformational settings of the 
future

05. Organisational Change Management

UNIT DESCRIPTION

This module provides the opportunity for students to engage with the leadership and organisational 
challenges of major transformational change in organisations, communities and societies. This is presented 
through case examples to illustrate the nature of the attitude, values and behavioural change issues required 
for successful employee engagement in an organisation’s change agenda. 

In the management and leadership field much is written and discussed about behaviour, skills and talents, 
belief systems, values, identity (both in personal terms and as ‘brand’ in the context of organisations), vision 
and purpose. Using various tools, for example IHD’s 7 Element Framework, students will be encouraged to 
make sense of each of these ideas and the inter-relationship between them. This will be set against a real/
simulated strategic learning context.

BA (Hons) in Marketing (Top-Up)

MODULE DETAILS
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BA (Hons) in Marketing (Top-Up)

MODULE DETAILS

LEARNING OUTCOMES

1. Critically analyse core marketing principles 
and how they are applied in retail          
marketing

2. Make an in-depth comparison of        
marketing mixes and strategies in the   
context of national and international retail  
operations

3. Critically evaluate key variables affecting  
the future of retail marketing

06. Retail Marketing

UNIT DESCRIPTION

The module applies core marketing principles in a retail context and develops specialist knowledge of 
the retail industry from a marketing perspective. There are clear links to other business curriculum areas: 
marketing management, consumer behaviour, human resources, operations management and economics. 
Retailers are never far from the news and their marketing activities are equally visible to students of retail 
marketing and to consumers.

This makes for an exciting and rewarding area of study as the module examines the fast moving nature of the 
retail environment and the difficult task retail marketers face in connecting with consumers in a competitive 
marketplace. Retail marketing is explored through a combination of lectures and a seminar programme where 
key issues are addressed through discussion of case study material drawn from the popular and professional 
press, retailer “in-house” publications and traditional and contemporary academic literature.
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LEARNING OUTCOMES

1. Demonstrate an understanding of the 
importance of strategic resource capabilities 
of business organisations, the organisations’ 
strengths and weaknesses and their impact 
upon organisational dynamics

2. Demonstrate an understanding of the 
nature and dynamics of the competitive 
environment in which business 
organisations operate, with particular focus 
on environmental threats and opportunities

3. Undertake a detailed analysis and 
evaluation of the resource capability and 
competitive environment of business 
organisations, with particular focus on the 
strategy of such organisations

4. Interpret that detailed analysis correctly  
and then report and present those  
findings in an appropriate manner.

07. Strategic Management Analysis

UNIT DESCRIPTION

This module is designed to provide students with a holistic view of organisations’ strategic position and 
thus the ability to appreciate the importance of strategic decisions at all levels of the business organisation. 
Its primary aim is to provide a vehicle for considering issues which cut across the functional boundaries of 
business organisations and which require multi-disciplinary skills in the solution.

The module is concerned with the strategic analysis of organisations with regard to their competitive 
positioning, their strategy with their environment and their management style and culture. This analysis 
will form the platform for reviewing strategic options in response to the competitive environment and for 
considering aspects involved in implementing such strategic options.

BA (Hons) in Marketing (Top-Up)

MODULE DETAILS
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The course would be delivered on a blended learning format encompassing highly interactive 
sessions, workshops, seminars, project work and case studies. During the qualification students 
will have full access to LSM’s Learning Platform, where they can access all course materials, 
lecture notes, case studies and practical applications as well as access to regular online 
webinars, delivered directly from London. In addition, staff at your support centre are also 
available to provide local support and assistance to students. 

Anglia Ruskin University has campuses in Cambridge, Chelmsford and Peterborough, with 
several partnerships across the UK and internationally. The university’s roots date back to 1858, 
and today it has a student population of over 35,000, with more than 85,000 alumni in 150 
countries. ARU’s recent achievements include recognition of academic excellence by the UK’s 
Higher Education funding bodies, with 12 areas classed as generating “world-leading” research.

Course Delivery
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Enrol with Confidence!

Our student charter will ensure that you will receive the best possible service  
and enjoy an unparalleled educational experience through London School  
of Marketing

We will:

J  Give you access to our materials (through a Welcome Email) within 48 hours of receiving 
the completed application form and payment;

J  Give you the confirmation of your University registration within 7 days of sending our 
Welcome Email;

J  Provide University ID cards within 14 days of your registration with LSM.

In addition:

J  All students have protection provided by the University’s student charter, meaning that 
students are guaranteed to receive their award, if LSM is no longer in operation;

J  We provide tutor support to all students, and not simply provide them access to materials;

J  Over 95% of our students gain their degrees in their first attempt with LSM;

J  Our course fees are all inclusive, meaning we don’t charge extra for certificates & ID cards.

So in essence, as a student, you can be confident 
that if you enrol with the London School of 
Marketing, you will:

J  Receive a good standard of service;

J  Good quality academic support;

J  An internationally recognised qualification;

J  Guarantee of course delivery.
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London School of Marketing Head Office,
10 Greycoat Place

London
SW1P 1SB

United Kingdom


